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One of the biggest problems most horse owners
face during the rainy season is dealing with
muddy paddocks. Not only does walking become
a difficulty for horses, but there are a host of
problems which can ensue.
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“Once I saw how installing the
hanit® Paddock Slabs reduced the
mud in my house, I knew it would
be perfect for outdoors. I am so
happy with my decision.”
Dr. Kirsten Anderson
Alma, Ontario

• Softening of hooves
• Abscesses
• White Line Disease
• Loss of Shoes
• Thrush
Dr. Kirsten Anderson from Alma, Ontario, decided that
hanit® Paddock Slabs would be the perfect solution for her.
Initially, she purchased the Paddock Slabs to minimize the
amount of mud being trekked into the house by her dog.
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She used the remainder to place under and around her horse feeder, she knew almost immediately that
hanit® Paddock Slabs were the perfect solution for that application as well.
Dr. Brenda Stewart, who lives near Durham, Ontario, echoed Dr. Anderson’s sentiments: “I am extremely
satisfied with the hanit® Paddock Slabs! I would definitely recommend them to anyone who wishes to upgrade
a paddock, even in a partial area.
“During the muddy season in the fall, the rest of the paddock was in mud three to four inches deep, and the horses’
feet were high and dry on the slabs. They preferentially walked and stayed on the slabs when travelling around
the paddock, as well! They obviously preferred the footing there. Water did not pool on the area, drained well away,
and the footing was excellent when the area froze. An added benefit is that the horse droppings are extremely
easy to pick up from the flat, dry surface, enabling it to be picked clean easily every day. An excellent product!”

WHY CHOOSE hanit®
PADDOCK SLABS?
» Prevents sinking
» Frost and UV resistant
» Low maintenance
» Cost effective
» Recyclable
» 20-year warranty

THE HAHN STORY
HAHN began in 1993 when the German government made the move toward zero waste to landfill.
The company began by making agricultural fence posts. It was a tough beginning but now over 15 million
of these fence posts have been sold. 2,000 products are now manufactured. In addition to this, 25% of the
products manufactured are bespoke products specifically designed for individual customers.
In 2012 HAHN successfully opened a sales and manufacturing facility in Manchester, UK. Expansion
continued in 2014 with a sales office in France. In 2016 HAHN made the leap across the pond to Canada
and started manufacturing in 2017. With product installations across the globe, the HAHN Group has
grown from a manufacturer of a single product to a globally recognized company.
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